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ABSTRACT

Convolutional neural network (CNN) models are typically composed of several gigabytes of data, requiring dedicated hardware and
significant processing capabilities for proper handling. In addition, video-detection tasks are typically performed offline, and each video
frame is analyzed individually, meaning that the video's categorization (class assignment) as normal or pornographic is only complete
after all the video frames have been evaluated. This paper proposes the Private Parts Censor (PPCensor), a CNN-based architecture for
transparent and near real-time detection and obfuscation of pornographic video frame regions. Our contribution is two-fold. First, the
proposed architecture is the first that addresses the detection of pornographic content as an object detection problem. The objective is to
apply user-friendly content filtering such that an inevitable false positive will obfuscate only regions (objects) within the video frames
instead of blocking the entire video. Second, the PPCensor architecture is deployed on dedicated hardware, and real-time detection is
deployed using a video-oriented streaming proxy. If a pornographic video frame is identified in the video, the system can hide
pornographic content (private parts) in real time without user interaction or additional processing on the user's device. Based on more
than 50,000 objects labeled manually, the evaluation results show that the PPCensor is capable of detecting private parts in near real
time for video streaming. Compared to cutting-edge CNN architectures for image classification, PPCensor achieved similar results, but
operated in real time. In addition, when deployed on a desktop computer, PPCensor handled up to 35 simultaneous connections without
the need for additional processing on the end-user device.
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Convolutional Neural Networks; Object-Oriented Private Parts Detection; Private Parts Object Dataset; Video-Oriented Streaming
Proxy; Near Real-time Detection; Resource-Constrained Devices; Private Parts Censor.

The spread of pornographic videos on the internet, including those with explicitly pornographic content, has increased significantly in
recent years [1]. For example, in 2018, one of the most visited pornographic sites received more than 4 million daily video uploads [2].
Exposure to this undesirable content, for example, by underage people without parental consent, can cause embarrassment or even
psychological trauma [3]. Concerns regarding this kind of content are manifested by more than 71% of those responsible for underage
children who are browsing the web [4].
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Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have, in general, demonstrated promising results in detecting pornographic video content [5–9].
For CNN analysis, a video is divided into a set of video frames (images), and each image is classified individually [10]. As each video
consists of several frames and the typical frame rate is 23.97 frames per second (FPS) [11], current detection techniques cannot be used
in real time, especially given that they require the entire set of video frames.
In real-world applications, videos are often streamed [12]. For instance, streaming pornographic websites (URL), such as LiveJasmin,
Pornhub, XVideos, and xHamster, were included in the 100 most popular websites published by Alexa Internet in August 2019. In
addition, because each video frame is classified individually, a single video can contain multiple frames labeled as pornographic, even
if the video frame sequence does not contain inappropriate content for an underaged person.
A CNN-based detection approach may misclassify some video frames, and consequently, classify the video incorrectly [13]. Therefore,
CNN-based video filtering can result in a high false positive (FP) rate, a situation in which several normal video frames are incorrectly
classified as pornographic, as well as false negatives (FN), pornographic video frame deemed as normal. Moreover, CNN-based
detection techniques often require a significant amount of memory and CPU/GPU capabilities [14]. One widely used CNN architecture
can require up to 16 gigabytes of RAM while processing only 4.26 FPS on a high-end GPU [15].
CNN deployment on an end-user device has become challenging, considering that the available detection approaches ignore the limited
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resources available for processing on end-user devices [16], including smartphones and tablets. As a result, current video filtering
techniques based on the latest generation CNNs are unsuitable for deployment in such environments because their high computational
demands typically require expensive and dedicated high-end hardware [13].
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This paper presents PPCensor, an architecture for real-time pornographic object detection of video streaming frames. Our proposed
technique is based on two main insights. First, to provide reliable real-time detection of private parts in video frames, our approach is
the first that treats pornographic content as an object detection problem. The goal is to hide only the inappropriate areas within a set of
frames instead of blocking access to the entire video sequence, as is often done in the literature. Consequently, PPCensor is less harsh
than other approaches as the user retains access to the full video with potentially inappropriate objects being hidden. In addition, even if
an FP occurs, the user can watch the affected frames with blurred (obfuscated) regions. Therefore, the user experience when using
PPCensor is not significantly degraded owing to an FP. Second, to enable usage in production environments (real-world use), PPCensor
is implemented as a network proxy server for video streams. The main advantage is the transparent, remote classification of the video
streaming frames, i.e., running the CNN detection through a proxy instead of on the end-user device. PPCensor is deployed in dedicated
hardware, and it evaluates the video content of all queried video URLs in real time. If pornographic video content is found, it may block
access or hide inappropriate objects inside a frame without user intervention. PPCensor only requires the user to apply a proxy server to
enable the device-agnostic filtering of inappropriate content.
The contributions of this study have been summarized below.
•

We provide the first publicly available dataset with annotated private parts of a human body (objects), the Private Parts Object
Dataset (PPO). This dataset was created by the manual inspection of pornographic video frames, resulting in 52,215 annotated
objects. The dataset provides a benchmark for the research community that is building novel object-based pornographic detection
approaches aimed at user-friendly detection and obfuscation of the private part.

•

We present a novel technique that considers pornography detection as an object detection problem. The main advantage of the
object detection approach is that we can hide (obfuscate) only the private parts (objects) within a video frame. Without using
object detection, it would be necessary to remove or block entire video frames from the video stream to hide potential
pornographic content, causing visual discontinuities in the media and degrading the user experience. Our proposed model
achieves a low error rate (observed in the low FP and FN rates) and allows the implementation in production environments. Our
results, which are the first real-time detection approach to be presented in the literature, highlight the feasibility of the proposed
architecture that achieves accuracy rates similar to those of traditional offline techniques.

•

We present a novel CNN-based detection architecture (PPCensor) suitable for mobile (resource-constrained) end-user devices.
We implemented our prototype as a video streaming proxy, so that the CNN model is executed remotely. It does not require
device modifications or additional processing on the device, and its working is transparent to the end-user.

2

RELATED WORK
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The remainder of this paper is organized into the following sections. Section 2 presents work related to CNN-based detection techniques
and object detection approaches. Section 3 evaluates current state-of-the-art pornographic video-detection techniques. Section 4 presents
PPCensor, which is subsequently evaluated in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 summarizes our main conclusions.

Most video classification techniques split a video into several frames [10], and each frame is classified individually, applying an
appropriate technique. These classifications are typically performed by three sequential modules: frame extractor, frame classification,
and decision. The frame extractor module extracts the video frames to be classified. The frame classification module classifies each
extracted video frame individually as normal or pornographic. Finally, the decision module classifies the video based on the individual
frame classifications; in general, the video is classified according to the majority of the frame classifications.

Convolutional Neural Networks
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2.1

In recent years, several detection techniques have been proposed for the frame classification task. In this context, CNN-based detection
approaches have become cutting-edge procedures for image processing [13]. A CNN typically consists of three types of layers:
convolutional, pooling, and fully connected [17]; its architecture varies in terms of organization and number of layers used.
The most important CNNs for image processing include the ResNet [18] and Inception [19] architectures. In both cases, it is necessary
to initialize the configuration parameters, such as the number of epochs, learning rate, decay, and momentum [13]. To improve the
detection accuracy and reduce the training time, several researchers have relied on pre-trained CNN architectures through a process
known as transfer learning [20, 21]. For images, CNNs use the training weights obtained from the ImageNet dataset for transfer learning,
a dataset with more than 1.2 million images divided into 1,000 classes [22].
The classification procedure begins with an input layer, which receives the raw image, i.e., a matrix of pixels, as input. The resulting
data are passed to each subsequent layer until the output is reached. Finally, the output layer generates a probability vector for each
classification label, i.e., classification probabilities are produced for normal or pornographic frames.
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In the literature, a common approach to improving the accuracy of CNNs is to increase their network complexity. Several studies have
considered increasing the number of layers, thereby increasing the demand for processing and memory size. It is common to rely on
dedicated hardware equipped with the latest graphics processing units (GPUs). However, such approaches pose a challenge to resourceconstrained devices.
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Over the last several years, the detection of pornographic content in video frames has been widely studied. However, real-time detection
is still in its infancy, especially for approaches intended for deployment on end-user devices. Most of the proposed approaches are based
on skin tone or CNN [29].
A lightweight skin-tone-based approach, NuDetective [30], was proposed by Brazilian Federal Police experts. Their software uses the
Ap-Apid algorithm [31] to automatically detect nudity in images according to the identified skin tones. NuDetective was developed as
a forensic tool to help recover pornographic files from seized computers. In contrast, Nian et al. [32] detected pornographic images using
a CNN architecture trained using transfer learning [20, 21] and a training dataset containing 48,600 images (13,300 pornographic and
35,300 normal) collected from the internet. The authors employed a medium-level representation and an adjustment of training data as
their two main strategies. The main contribution of Nian's proposal is the application of the "fixed point algorithm" [33], which allows
the detection of different image sizes.
The detection of pornographic content, in general, has been evaluated using publicly available datasets such as Pornography-2k [34],
Sensitive [9], and NPDI [35]. Moustafa et al. [5] applied several CNN architectures, including AlexNet [22] and GoogleNet [36], for
the detection of pornographic videos. In their proposal, videos were categorized as pornographic if the majority of their frames were
classified as those containing inappropriate content, as evaluated based on the NPDI [35] dataset.
Another approach was proposed by Yahoo, namely, Yahoo Detector [6], which is a publicly available tool for finding not-safe-for-work
images. Their technique applies a ResNet50 [18] CNN architecture trained using transfer learning [20, 21], based on ImageNet [22].
Although this technique yields reasonably accurate results, the used dataset was not shared, and therefore, cannot be compared with
other approaches. In addition, Vitorino et al. [37] used a CNN architecture (GoogleNet [36]) trained using transfer learning and applied
it to the publicly available Pornography-2k dataset [34]. Using this dataset, previously proposed techniques can be evaluated for accuracy
comparisons. As an example, Yahoo Detector achieves an accuracy of only 88% when this dataset is used [37].
Perez et al. [7] evaluated their technique using the Pornography-2k [34] and NPDI [35] datasets. The authors proposed the use of static
and motion-based features for CNN-based video classification. Their approach significantly improved the detection accuracy, yielding
a classification accuracy of 97.9% for the NPDI [35] dataset. However, their approach cannot be implemented in real time because it
requires all video frames for the extraction of motion-based features.
Wehrmann et al. [8] proposed a deep-learning architecture, called ACORDE, consisting of a CNN and recurring networks for
pornographic content detection in video frames. Their experiments were performed using the NPDI [35] dataset and yielded reasonably
accurate results, reducing the number of FPs and FNs of other approaches that utilized the same dataset.
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In recent years, some authors have attempted to detect pornographic content in video frames in real time. For instance, Li et al. [50]
proposed a system for the real-time detection of abnormal behaviors in live broadcasting platforms. The authors found abnormal rooms
through several indicators, such as the degree of a scenery change, real-time comments, and threshold-based abnormal traffic detection.
The authors were able to automatically identify abnormal rooms, but their technique ultimately relies on manual human inspection for
detection.
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Another approach was proposed by Wang et al. [51], which relies on multimodal features, such as video, motion, and sound, for realtime detection of pornographic content. In their study, the authors were able to provide a reasonable level of accuracy and a high detection
throughput in broadcasting platforms, with a low FP rate. However, the authors relied on dedicated hardware for evaluation and thus did
not address the execution of their technique on resource-constrained devices. Similarly, in a study conducted by Singh et al. [52], video
scenes, i.e., sequences of frames, were detected, leveraging a long short-term memory autoencoder fed with a CNN video representation.
Although the authors' proposal does not demand the entire video sequence for detection purposes, the deployment of their technique on
resource-constrained devices was not addressed.
Although some proposals have enabled the real-time detection of pornographic content, the impacts of FPs on the user experience, as
well as the deployment of such techniques on resource-constrained devices, remain an unaddressed challenge.

2.2

Object Detection Using CNN-Based Techniques

Traditional CNN-based video classification techniques classify a given input image as either belonging to or not belonging to a particular
class (e.g., pornographic or normal). In specific applications, a given image may contain several regions of interest. An example
application is a human detection system, in which a single input image may include several persons for identification. In such a case,
the goal is the identification of several image regions as opposed to the classification of the entire image.
CNN-based approaches have also been used for object detection tasks in images [23]. The objective is to identify a bounding-box region
(image region) that correctly includes the occurrence of the object in the image. Several approaches have been proposed to achieve such
a goal, including faster R-CNN [25], single-shot detector (SSD) [26], and You Only Look Once detection [27]. This objective differs
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from the goal of feature extractors that handles different sizes of input test images [24].
Similar to classification techniques, object detectors, such as faster R-CNNs [25] are also training-based. In Faster R-CNN, the features
are first extracted from images and sent to a region proposal network (RPN). Second, the detection is performed for each location,
computing the probability of the existence of the searched object. In contrast, the SSD architecture is executed in a single stage,
considered fast and appropriate for resource-constrained hardware [24] such as smartphones and tablets.
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To improve the detection accuracy, researchers frequently rely on a complex CNN architecture such as Faster R-CNN. As with imagebased classification, it is possible to train object detectors with transfer learning [20–21], which facilitates weight refinement using pretrained CNNs. In general, transfer learning in object detection is achieved using the COCO dataset [28], which consists of 330,000
images divided into 80 classes (objects).
In general, CNN-based object detectors are evaluated for their detection throughput and mean average precision (mAP). The mAP is
computed according to the intersection over the union (IoU). In the literature, in general, it is applied at a threshold of 0.5 for each object
bounding box. The IoU establishes the region of the identified bounding box that intersects with the target object region [23].
In recent years, several CNN architectures have been proposed for object detection tasks and utilized in several different fields. For
instance, used for the recognition of vehicles [38–40], people [41], water surface objects [42], and have even been used for crime scene
analysis [43].
Braun et al. [53] applied state-of-the-art object detection CNNs, including Faster R-CNN and SSD, for human recognition. In their study,
the authors were able to reach a reasonable level of accuracy when detecting a person in an image. In contrast, for the identification of
individual parts, Yang et al. [54] applied an SSD architecture for hand identification, reaching a reasonable accuracy rate. Another
approach was proposed by Guo et al. [55] for the identification of facial regions in images through an object-detection CNN architecture.
The applicability of CNN-based object detection techniques for the identification of private parts for pornographic detection remains an
open challenge. For object detection in pornography, Ou et al. [9] attempted to classify images/videos by utilizing a deep multi-context
network (DMCNet) [44], which is a hierarchical method that applies the feature output of a CNN model to train the RPN in Faster RCNN object detection. For the purpose of comparison, the authors generated a Sensitive dataset [9] and compared it with other datasets.
Although the authors applied an object-detection CNN architecture, they did not detect any private parts.
Several approaches have been proposed for the detection of pornographic content in video frames. However, their implementation in
real-world applications remains an open issue because to increase the level of accuracy, researchers typically extract features over several
frames [5, 6] or significantly increase the CNN complexity [7–9]. Consequently, real-time detection is still very limited in the literature.
A pornography detection approach based on object detection techniques can significantly improve the user experience because an FP
only causes an area of the video to be obfuscated instead of the entire set of video frames being restricted. There are only a few studies
that have used object detection to locate private parts or to detect pornographic images.

3
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Our proposal, PPCensor, presents two main benefits when compared to other state-of-the-art techniques. First, unlike traditional
pornographic content detection, this is the first work to tackle pornographic detection as an object detection problem. As our contribution
to this field, private human parts can be individually identified and properly obfuscated inside a video frame. Consequently, when an FP
occurs, only a small section of the video frame is obfuscated; the entire video is not blocked, as in the case of current techniques. Second,
unlike related work, we consider the resource-restricted nature of the end user's device. PPCensor runs as a video streaming proxy and
is applied transparently, not generating additional processing for the end user's device.

PROBLEM STATEMENT

3.1
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In this section, we evaluate the classification performance of publicly available detection approaches for pornographic content. More
specifically, we first describe the used pornographic datasets and then evaluate the accuracy and detection throughput of the NuDetective
[30] and Yahoo Detector [6] techniques.

Datasets

The methods used for detecting pornography are typically evaluated against a single dataset. Thus, the accuracy obtained is not
demonstrated in production (real-world) environments. In addition, the use of a single dataset can introduce overfitting in detection
techniques because a single dataset is prone to several different types of specificities such as the environment in which it was acquired,
the extracted quality and encoding, the video length, and other media characteristics.
We evaluated the detection of pornographic content in video frames using two datasets. Specifically, we considered the Pornography2k [34] and UCF101 [45] datasets. The prior dataset is widely used as a reference for pornographic detection schemes and consists of
2,000 videos, of which 1,000 are related to pornography, and the other 1,000 are normal videos. In contrast, the latter dataset consists of
13,320 normal videos. The objective is to obtain a realistic detection reference for the FP and FN rates. The FP rate indicates the
proportion of normal video frames incorrectly classified as pornographic, whereas the FN rate indicates the proportion of pornographic
video frames incorrectly classified as normal. Both datasets include individuals of different ethnicities involved in different activities
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and with varying levels of video quality.
The video frames of the dataset were extracted at an interval of 10 frames, i.e., a frame was extracted for further analysis approximately
every 0.3 seconds. In total, the Pornography-2k dataset consisted of 1,376,041 frames, of which 389,808 frames are normal, and 986,233
frames are pornographic, whereas the UCF101 [45] dataset consisted of videos with 240,810 normal frames.

3.2

Reliability of Pornography Detection Schemes
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Two pornography detection approaches, Yahoo Detector [6] and NuDetective [30] were evaluated using the built datasets. The evaluated
techniques were executed on a desktop computer equipped with an Intel i7 CPU (quad-core), 16 GB of memory, and an Nvidia TitanXP GPU.
Table 1 presents the throughput and detection accuracy results for Yahoo Detector and NuDetective. It can be seen that NuDetective
significantly outperforms Yahoo Detector in terms of throughput, reaching up to 411 FPS, whereas Yahoo Detector reaches only 3.67
FPS. However, Yahoo Detector has a significantly improved detection accuracy, reaching 45.68% and 21.64% smaller FP rates for
Pornography-2k and UCF101, respectively, when compared to NuDetective. In contrast, for the FN rate, NuDetective outperforms
Yahoo Detector by 2.47% because NuDetective performs detection based on skin tone. Consequently, the detection throughput is
significantly improved, but the FP rates are also considerably higher than that of a CNN-based approach.
Table 1: Accuracy and throughput of pornography detection approaches
Detection Technique
Yahoo Detector [6]
NuDetective [30]

3.3

Detection Throughput
(Frames per Second)
3.67
411.64

Discussion

Dataset
Pornography-2k
FP (%)
FN (%)
12.80
5.53
58.48
3.06

UCF101
FP (%)
1.61
23.25

The evaluation of current pornographic detection techniques for videos shows that they cannot handle real-time detection even when
performed using dedicated hardware. These techniques either have a low throughput or significantly high error rates. Running them on
resource-constrained devices, environments in which pornographic content is often shared and watched, is not feasible owing to low
accuracy or high computational demand. If they have a high FP rate, the user will no longer trust the detection mechanism—recall that
the best FP rate was obtained using Yahoo Detector (Table 1). In addition, as these techniques classify an entire video as pornographic
or normal, an FP causes the user not to be able to watch the entire video.

4

PRIVATE PARTS CENSOR
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To address the real-time detection requirement and the lack of reliability in the classification of pornographic content in videos, we
present the Private Parts Censor (PPCensor), whose objective is real-time detection and ease of use without the need for additional
processing on the end-user's device. PPCensor runs on dedicated and general-purpose hardware, and the process of detection is
transparent to the end-user. PPCensor's operation proceeds in two main stages: video-streaming query and handling and pornographic
object detection.

Proxy Server

Video URL
Query

Request Handler

User Device

Content Handler

Obfuscated
Fra mes
Regular
Fra mes

Video streaming
Query
Streaming
Respon se

Frame Evaluator

CNN

or

Vid eo Streaming Server

Jou

The first stage addresses device query parsing, video download, video filtering, and related filtered responses. The process is entirely
executed on a proxy server. Therefore, the only requirement is that the end-user configure the device settings to redirect network queries
to the PPCensor server. The detection process does not require additional device processing and can be readily executed even on
resource-constrained devices. For instance, a user responsible for an underaged user can configure the device that they want to protect.

Frame Returning to User

Figure 1: PPCensor processing architecture.
The second stage is responsible for presenting a user-friendly obfuscation approach. PPCensor is the first approach that addresses the
task of pornography detection as an object detection problem. It is based on the insight that a private part (explicit nudity) can be
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identified as an object and properly filtered (obfuscated) inside a video frame. As a result, even if a misclassification occurs, the user
experience is not significantly degraded because PPCensor deals with inappropriate content by obfuscating (blurring) private parts
instead of blocking the entire video.

4.1

Pornographic Object Detection
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PPCensor processing architecture is illustrated in Figure 1. These two stages, including the architectural components, object detection
techniques applied to the detection of pornographic video frames and the implementation of the proposed prototype, are detailed in the
following subsections.

Before examining the details of PPCensor's processing architecture, we describe its novel detection approach. Unlike related works that
address the detection of pornographic videos through the analysis of entire video frames, PPCensor addresses the detection of
pornographic content as an object detection problem. Therefore, PPCensor provides two essential benefits: improved detection
throughput and easy-to-use detection. First, the detection of image objects can be achieved in near real time because several CNN
architectures are used to handle object detection tasks as classification problems, significantly increasing the detection throughput.
Second, filtering specific regions of the image (objects) instead of the entire image substantially improves the user experience because
if an FP occurs, only part of the video image is obfuscated, instead of the entire video being blocked.
PPCensor considers each private part, either of a female or male, as an object for detection. Thus, the objective of PPCensor is to
recognize four classes of specific objects considered Private Parts: male and female sexual organs (penises and vaginas), female breasts,
and buttocks. It is important to note that these private parts are not shown in normal video streams, but they are often featured in
pornographic videos. For example, in a single frame, an explicitly pornographic video can show all these private parts.
When considering private parts as objects for detection, PPCensor can detect pornographic videos using object detection techniques
based on CNN. Videos can come from any URL on the internet.

4.2

Processing Architecture

The objective of using PPCensor is to perform object detection on pornographic content in real time without any additional processing
on the user's device. Therefore, PPCensor is implemented as a proxy server, whose processing architecture is illustrated in Figure 1.
The architecture considers a set of user devices for which video media needs to be evaluated and filtered. For this purpose, the user must
only configure their device to redirect the queries to the PPCensor proxy server using it as a web proxy. Therefore, all streaming video
queries made by the device are sent to PPCensor. The PPCensor server, in turn, receives the queries through the request handler module,
responsible for receiving and analyzing URL (Uniform Resource Locator) queries. As such, the purpose of the module is to establish a
video query URL for further processing.

4.3

PROTOTYPE
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Subsequently, the content handler module queries the video streaming server for the related video frames. It downloads the streaming
frames to the proxy server and forwards it to the next module, the content evaluator. This module, in turn, performs the proposed
pornographic object detection and appropriately labels all identified image objects (described in Section 4.1). Finally, the content filter
module filters the frames in real time by, for example, blurring the identified private parts within each frame.

A PPCensor prototype was implemented and deployed in a multithreaded process, as shown in Figure 2. The prototype considers three
main entities: the end-user device, a proxy server (an implementation of PPCensor), and a video streaming server.
Proxy Server
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User Device

Obfuscated
Fra mes
Regular
Fra mes

Video streaming
Query

Squid Proxy

or

Blacklist

Video Filtering
TensorFlow

Log

Streaming
Respon se

Query Filtering
Query Handling

Vid eo Streaming Server

Video URL
Query

Figure 2: PPCensor prototype implementation architecture.

The video URL query process is responsible for the video query in PPCensor. In a production deployment configuration, a video URL
query is represented by a request from the end user's device. To that end, a Python program was implemented to perform various video
URL queries. All conducted queries are forwarded to the PPCensor (proxy) server implemented using Squid Proxy [46], a well-known
network proxy server. The video URL lookup node is configured to use PPCensor as its proxy server.
The PPCensor server is implemented using three main processes. First, the proxy is implemented using Squid Proxy [46] version 4.5.
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This tool is available to the public and is widely used as a web proxy on Linux-based servers. Over time, Squid Proxy logs all queries in
a log file, which is analyzed and interpreted by another process, i.e., the query filtering and handling module. These processes are Python
modules and continuously filter the Squid Proxy log. When a video URL is found, the prototype checks the URL to determine if it was
already verified, using a cache-based blacklist and whitelist. If the queried URL was not verified, the corresponding media URL was
downloaded from the video streaming server through the Pafy API [47], version 0.5.1. The process downloads a video at 0.5 FPS. A
single frame is downloaded for each 2-second video interval, which is temporarily cached in a folder for further processing. Finally, the
proposed pornographic object detection approach is implemented using Python in another process. This process runs the TensorFlow
object detection API [48] using TensorFlow-GPU version 1.14. Thus, the module is executed continuously. When a new video frame is
downloaded, the CNN model is applied, and the identified pornographic objects are labeled. The module also allows blacklisting of
videos via the Squid Proxy blacklisting feature. Therefore, a pornography-related URL can also be blocked in real time, if required by
parental control software, for example.
The video streaming server is responsible for answering both video URL queries and PPCensor queries. It is important to note that if the
PPCensor server blacklist finds a pornography-related URL, the download from the blacklisted URL can be promptly interrupted by
parental control. In this case, the end-user will no longer be able to access the video, even if the video stream is currently being
downloaded. PPCensor, by default, blurs (obfuscates) only the private parts (objects) within a video frame.

5

EVALUATION

We present the PPCensor analysis by answering four research questions (RQ). (RQ1) Is it possible to treat the detection of a pornographic
video as an object detection task? (RQ2) How challenging is the detection of each private part? (RQ3) How does PPCensor perform
image classification tasks compared to state-of-the-art CNN? (RQ4) Does PPCensor facilitate real-time detection of pornographic video
streams?
The following subsections outline the details of the dataset developed in our study. Additionally, the accuracy and throughput of
PPCensor are evaluated.

5.1

Private Parts Object Dataset

In general, the data provided in the literature is labeled for the evaluation of schemes for detecting pornographic images or videos, rather
than objects. Consequently, to evaluate the proposed PPCensor detection mechanism, we built a new dataset, the PPO (Private Parts
Object Dataset).
The PPO dataset was based on the well-known Pornography-2k dataset [34]. Since we treat pornography detection as an object detection
problem, we preprocessed the 1,000 pornographic videos in Pornography-2k. The preprocessing task filters the video frames according
to their content. Thus, only explicitly pornographic images are selected. For this subset, we manually select the regions in each video
frame that show a penis, a vagina, female breasts, or buttocks. To achieve this goal, we define a bounding box region that contains an
object that is considered pornographic.

Accuracy of PPCensor

Jou
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The final dataset consists of 50,870 pornographic frames, within which we selected 52,215 objects containing 13,607 penises, 11,346
vaginas, 13,963 female breasts, and 13,299 buttocks. Note that a single video frame may contain more than one target object. For the
model building procedure, the dataset was divided into three parts: training, validation, and testing; the parts of the dataset were made
using 60%, 20%, and 20% of the originally built dataset, respectively. Consequently, each part of the dataset is composed of mutually
exclusive videos, each with their pornographic objects, thus allowing an adequate evaluation of the method. The training dataset is used
for training purposes, the validation dataset is applied to the model training adjustment process, and the test dataset is used for the final
evaluation of the model.

To evaluate the feasibility of PPCensor object-based detection, we first address RQ1, using the PPO dataset and several CNN-based
object detection approaches. The evaluations were performed on a desktop computer equipped with an Intel i7 CPU (quad-core), 16 GB
of memory, and an Nvidia Titan-XP GPU.
Table 2: Evaluation of PPCensor performance in pornographic object detection
CNN Architecture

Faster R-CNN Inception v2
Faster R-CNN NAS
Faster R-CNN ResNet 50
SSD MobileNet

Detection Throughput
(Frames per Second)

mAP (IoU 0.5)

10.87
1.19
8.33
59.55

63.50
56.53
62.55
55.92

All evaluated CNN architectures were trained using transfer learning [20, 21]. CNN used the weights obtained from the COCO [28]
dataset, which is widely used for object detection purposes. Each CNN architecture was executed in 400,000 steps. Learning and decay
rates were defined empirically for each architecture after several evaluations. The CNN-based techniques were evaluated according to
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their detection throughput and mAP, as computed according to an IoU threshold of 0.5 to each object bounding box.
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Significant differences between the accuracy (mAP) values were obtained for each evaluated CNN architecture, as shown in Table 2. It
is important to note that the mAP considers an entire intersection of identified objects of at least 50% in this evaluation. However, in a
production environment, the identified bounding box region can be expanded to improve the accuracy of the resulting model without a
significant change in the user experience. The Faster R-CNN Inception's mAP architecture shows that it is possible to deal with streaming
pornographic video as an object detection task.

Figure 3: Faster R-CNN Inception IoU and trade-off of inaccuracy.

In Figure 3, we investigate the relationship between the IoU threshold and the accuracy rates. It is possible to observe that varying the
IoU threshold can improve the accuracy of object detection up to an IoU threshold of 0.8. However, increasing its value further does not
significantly improve the true object ratio, while it does significantly decrease the object detection accuracy. Using a 0.8 IoU threshold
value improves the object detection for up 3.84% when compared to a 0.5 IoU threshold.
To answer RQ2, we inspect the detection rate of each private part. We inspect the confusion matrix for the Faster R-CNN Inception
architecture with an IoU of 0.8 (Operation Point, Figure 3), as shown in Table 3. It can be seen that private parts are generally not
misclassified; about 11% of cases (on average) show as FNs. This means that CNN is able to identify which type of private part was
found, although three objects have about 1.5% of false positives (on average): female breasts, vaginas, and penises.
Table 3: Confusion matrix for Faster R-CNN Inception architecture (IoU 0.8).
Classified as
Penis
Vagina
38
0
2236
11
4
2199
7
38

rna

Object Class
Female Breasts
Penis
Vagina
Buttocks

Female Breasts
2186
2
0
5

Buttocks
5
4
39
2165

False Negative
(FN)
271
247
258
285

Jou

Figure 4 shows examples of pornographic images labeled using the Faster R-CNN Inception architecture, in which it is possible to
observe how the proposed object detection approach positively affects the user experience. The regions in the images with private parts
are appropriately identified and obfuscated, and the user experience is not significantly degraded, because the user is still able to identify
the context of the scene without being exposed to explicit nudity.
Figure 5 shows examples of non-pornographic images with misrecognized objects (FPs) when the Faster R-CNN Inception architecture
is applied. Common examples of FPs include an arm or a finger misidentified as a penis (Figures 5-c, 5-d, and 5-h) and rounded regions
being incorrectly labeled as female breasts (Figures 5-a, 5-e, and 5-g). In figure 5, it can be seen that the incorrect identification of an
object does not significantly degrade the end-user experience because only a small part of the video frame is obfuscated. We pixelated
people's faces in order to preserve their identification in figures 4-e, 5-a, 5-b, 5-c, and 5-d.
Under certain circumstances, the system parental control administrator may prefer to block the entire video, or parts of it, rather than
obfuscating specific regions of the video frame (object) identified by PPCensor. For example, in the case of explicitly pornographic
videos, it is preferable to block access to the entire video, instead of allowing access to filtered (obfuscated) video sequences. Therefore,
to address RQ3, we also evaluated our proposed approach by applying it to image classification. PPCensor was customized to classify a
video frame as pornographic if any private part was identified within the video frame. The PPCensor results were compared with the
state-of-the-art CNN architectures used for image classification tasks.
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(a) Penis

(b) Female Breasts

(c) Vagina

(d) Buttocks

(e) Penis

(f) Female Breasts and
Buttocks

(g) Female Breasts and
Vagina

(h) Penis

Figure 4: Examples of private parts after identification by PPCensor with Faster R-CNN Inception (IoU 0.8).

(b) Vagina (FP)

Jou

(a) Female Breasts (FP)
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The Pornography-2k dataset was divided into training, validation, and testing datasets, comprising 60%, 20%, and 20% of the original
dataset, respectively. The CNNs were trained with transfer learning [20, 21]. In addition, a weight adjustment was applied using the
validation dataset; finally, the final accuracy was measured using the testing dataset. The CNN architectures (CaffeNet [49], AlexNet
[22], and Inception [19]) were executed for 400,000 steps. The learning and decay rates were empirically defined individually for each
architecture after several evaluations. The obtained models were also evaluated using the UCF101 dataset; in this case, a pornographyclassified video frame is considered an FP since the dataset consisted of only normal video frames.

(e) Female Breasts (FP)

(f) Buttocks (FP)

(c) Penis (FP)

(d) Penis (FP)

(g) Female Breasts (FP)

(h) Penis (FP)

Figure 5: Common FP examples from UCF101 dataset when using Faster R-CNN Inception (IoU 0.8).
Table 4 shows the PPCensor performance compared to traditional image detection techniques for the Pornography-2k and UCF101
datasets. Surprisingly, PPCensor outperforms all the evaluated state-of-the-art techniques for the Pornography-2k dataset in terms of FP,
while also outperforming all other approaches except the Yahoo Detector for the UCF101 dataset.
PPCensor also shows similar results to other techniques regarding its FN rates, reaching 2.34% for the Pornography-2k dataset, an
increase of only 0.31% compared with the best CNN architecture. However, the detection throughput of PPCensor is significantly worse
than the other CNN architectures. It can be noticed that the detection performance of our proposed technique can be improved by
applying other CNN architectures to detect objects (as shown in Table 2).
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Table 4: Comparison of PPCensor and CNN approaches when applied to image classification tasks.

Yahoo Detector [6]
NuDetective [30]
CaffeNet [49]
AlexNet [22]
Inception [19]
PPCensor (Faster R-CNN Inception)

Detection Throughput
(Frames per Second)
3.67
411.64
63.97
61.12
18.29
10.87

Dataset
Pornography-2k (Test Dataset)
FP (%)
FN (%)
12.80
5.53
(%)
(%)
58.48
3.06
3.41
3.70
5.08
4.61
2.46
2.03
1.66
2.34

UCF101
FP (%)
1.61
(%)
23.25
9.68
13.69
8.03
3.41
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Detection Technique

The evaluation of video frames is only part of the PPCensor architecture (Figure 2). Therefore, despite the use of CNN with high
detection throughput, the rest of the pipeline should also be improved. Specifically, real-time video download and filtering should be
addressed. Therefore, in the next subsection, the overall throughput of the PPCensor architecture and the scalability of the connection
for real-time video classification tasks are evaluated.

5.3

PPCensor Performance and Scalability

rna

We evaluated whether PPCensor can perform transparent and real-time detection of pornographic content using a proxy server, without
any additional processing on the end-user device, to answer RQ4. The PPCensor node was equipped with an Nvidia Titan-XP GPU,
which ran the Faster R-CNN Inception architecture with an mAP threshold of 0.8 (for implementation details, refer to Section 4.3).

Figure 6: PPCensor video download time.

Figure 7: PPCensor video classification time.

Jou

Figure 6 shows the trade-off between the video length and the video download time as a function of the number of connections. It can
be observed that PPCensor can download a video for up to ten user connections in real time, as the download time is always shorter than
the video length. In addition, the download time increases linearly for a single-user scenario. At the same time, there is a significant
increase in execution time for ten users because the video download is a network- and CPU-bound. Since the evaluated node contains
only eight threads, the execution time decreases significantly below a specific video length limit (20 min).
Figure 7 shows the trade-off between video length and classification time. It can be observed that the execution time increases almost
linearly for both single-user and ten-user scenarios. This behavior is mainly because the classification task is GPU-bound. The evaluation
of video frames is performed individually, rather than simultaneously, as only one model is loaded in memory in the prototype
implementation.
Figure 8 shows the trade-off between video time and processing time for the entire PPCensor process, including the video download and
frame classification. Detection can be performed in real-time for single- and ten-user scenarios because the process execution time
remains shorter than the video length. In addition, the required processing time does not increase significantly compared to the
classification time (Figure 7). This characteristic is due to the CPU-bound nature of the download process and the GPU-bound nature of
the classification task. Therefore, the processes of download and classification do not hinder each other. As a result, PPCensor allows
the detection of the pornographic video in near real time, without any additional processing on the end user's device.
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Figure 8: PPCensor processing time.

Figure 9: PPCensor processing time for 5-min-long standardand high-quality videos. The proposed approach can handle, in
real time, 35 users viewing standard-quality video sequences or
25 users viewing high-quality video sequences.

Finally, Figure 9 shows the relationship between the number of users and the process execution time for 5-minute streaming video
scenarios. In these cases, PPCensor can accommodate, in near real time, up to 35 users watching a video in standard quality or up to 25
users watching a video in high quality. Thus, PPCensor transparently detects pornographic video streams in real time for up to 35 users
without incurring any additional device processing demands. At the same time, the detection is performed in a user-friendly manner. It
is important to note that the prototype implementation can be adjusted to improve observed issues, further increasing the detection
throughput.

6 CONCLUSION

rna

Current publicly available tools for detecting pornographic content, when streaming videos do not enable transparent detection, are not
easy to deploy in real-world environments. In this proposal, we present PPCensor, which is based on two main insights: detection and
obfuscation of pornographic content. First, PPCensor treats the identification of pornographic content as an object detection problem.
Such an approach provides user-friendly detection without significantly impacting the video watching experience even when an FP
occurs or when scenes are showing private parts. An evaluation based on an analysis of more than 50 thousand video frames of (manually
labeled) private parts revealed that the proposed technique could detect pornographic content in near real time. In addition, the technique
generated similar results to those obtained from state-of-the-art proposals used for image classification tasks. Second, the PPCensor
architecture is implemented as a video streaming proxy server; therefore, it does not incur additional processing on the end user's device,
while performing transparent private part detection. An immediate positive impact of this approach is its usability on mobile devices
such as smartphones and tablets. Our proposal is the first implementation that detects private parts as objects in real time for resourceconstrained end-user devices. The evaluation, which was carried out on a high-end desktop computer with a proxy server for video
streaming, shows that PPCensor can accommodate up to 35 simultaneous connections from end-users in near real time. The PPO dataset
and PPCensor source code are publicly available for download at https://secplab.ppgia.pucpr.br/ppcensor.
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Highlights

It is provided a publicly available dataset with four annotated private parts of a human body
(objects);



The dataset is the first publicly available dataset in the literature with annotated private
parts;



It is presented a novel pornography content detection technique that handles pornography
detection as an object recognition problem.



The proposed approach, the first in the literature, can perform the detection of private parts
in real time with similar accuracy rates compared to traditional image-based state-of-theart approaches;



It is presented a novel CNN-based detection architecture (PPCensor) that is suited to the
resource-constrained nature of the devices commonly used for viewing pornographic
videos;



The architecture implements the proposed object recognition process in a video-oriented
streaming proxy server. Therefore, it does not require device modifications, either
additional processing on the device, and executes remotely and transparently to the enduser;
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